The Director and Faculty Members of
Ramanujan Institute for Advanced Study in Mathematics
University of Madras
and
Center of Ring theory and its Applications
Ohio University, Athens, USA
cordially invite you to attend the
Inaugural function
of
Fourteenth Ramanujan Symposium
International Conference on Non-Commutative Rings, Group Rings,
Diagram Algebras and Applications
(ICNCGD-2006)
at
F-50, Centenary Building, University of Madras, Chepauk, Chennai-5
on
Monday, 18 December, 2006 at 10.00 A.M.
Prof. S. Ramachandran
Vice-Chancellor, University of Madras
presides and delivers the Presidential address
Prof. Donald S. Passman
University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA
delivers the Inaugural address
Prof. S. Ramachandran, Vice-Chancellor
presents the Ramanujan Prize-2006
to
Dr. M. S. Mahadeva Naika
Central College
Bangalore University
PROGRAMME
18 December 2006

- Welcome Address
  Prof. S. Parvathi
  Convenor, ICNCGD-2006
  Director and Head, RIASM
  University of Madras

- Presidential Address
  Prof. S. Ramachandran
  Vice-Chancellor
  University of Madras

- Inaugural Address
  Prof. Donald S. Passman
  University of Wisconsin
  Madison, USA

- (ICNCGD-2006)-Perspective
  Prof. S. K. Jain
  Convenor, ICNCGD-2006
  Director, CRA, Ohio University, USA

- Presentation of Ramanujan Prize -2006
  Prof. S. Ramachandran, Vice-Chancellor, University of Madras presents the Ramanujan Prize -2006 to Dr. M.S. Mahadeva Naika, Central College, Bangalore University.

- Vote of thanks
  Prof. K. Parthasarathy
  RIASM
  University of Madras